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The movie Tarzan is based on the book of the
same name by American author Edgar Rice
Burroughs, whose other works include Tarzan of
the Apes and John Carter of Mars. Tarzan, a
white man raised by apes, is the protagonist and
primary character of the film. Written by Michael
McDowell and directed by John Barry, the film
stars mouthed archer Robert John Milla as the
adult Tarzan, Johnny Sekka as his child self, and
producer John Barry as his father. The narrative
takes place from Tarzan's point of view as he
encounters many new people, creatures, and
situations. Initially, he remains on the African
island of Rokayanko, where he is initially
befriended by five apes who take him in, but are
killed for their unique appearance and
intelligence when discovered by three hunters,
including the suave Lord Greystoke. A childlike
Tarzan sets out to find the great apes,
encountering jungle traders, sultans, and
eventually a dying monkey king (the ape king is
also played by Sekka in a cameo). He is
eventually captured by humans, and rescued by



Lord Greystoke, who takes him back to his tribe.
After a nine-year gap, he is reunited with his
"family" and children when he is taken back to
the jungle. There, he sets up a new home and
protects a growing group of chimpanzees. His
friendship with one chimpanzee, "Jane", becomes
the primary focus of the narrative, and he
eventually falls in love with her. Flawed in the
story's core elements, it nonetheless contains
many positive points of characterization.
Tarzan's discovery of the noble elements of
humans (including his compassion for the apes
and his ability to bring down the wrath of the
hunters) and the decision he makes to remain in
the jungle permanently are all striking, and the
narrative contains many examples of his early
relationship with the apes and his hunting skills.
Tarzan's journey through the jungle is long, but
eventually he reaches his goal of protecting his
family from the hunters. The plot focuses on the
evolving relationship between Tarzan and Jane,
but the film also depicts Jane as the heart of the
story. The film has received mixed reviews, with
particular praise for its visual effects, Barry's
and McDowell's screenplays, and mouthed-



archer
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